A Banach space Y is called an isometric predual, or simply a predual, of a Banach space X if the dual F* of Y is isometrically isomorphic to X. A Banach space X is said to have a unique (isometric) predual if X has a predual and all preduals are mutually isometrically isomorphic. In general a Banach space does not have a unique predual even if it has a predual. A simple example of this is the space I 1 , because c 0 and c are isometric preduals of I 1 but not isometrically isomorphic. A. Grothendieck [5] first noticed that L°°-spaces have unique preduals, and then S. Sakai generalized this to von Neumann algebras, see p. 30 of [11] . One of the authors has shown in [6] that every quotient space of a von Neumann algebra by a σ-weakly closed subspace, as a Banach space with quotient norm, has a unique predual. Also T. Ando [1] and P. Wojtaszczyk [12] have shown that the space H°° has a unique predual. Recently, we have shown in [2] that the James quasi-reflexive space and all its successive duals have unique preduals. Evidently, these are the only known nonreflexive Banach spaces with unique preduals (see Addendum) .
In this paper we introduce several classes of Banach spaces for which the dual or second dual of each member has a unique isometric predual. We show that these classes are closed under certain operations. Throughout the paper, we present examples to show that these classes are different.
We use the following standard notation. We shall always regard a Banach space X as a subspace of its second dual X** in the canonical way. A subspace means a closed linear subspace. For a subset A of a Banach space X, A L denotes the annihilator of A in the dual X*. If A is a subset of a dual Banach space X*, then A τ denotes the set of all elements in X annihilated by A. For a subset A of a Banach space X, [A] denotes the closed linear span of A in X, and I=4φΰ means that X is the direct sum of subspaces A and B.
If X is a Banach space, then I w = ΓφI* where X* is norm 1 complemented in X***. That is, the projection from X*** onto 262 LEON BROWN AND TAKASHI ITO X* associated with this decomposition has norm 1. Thus a sufficient condition for X* to have a unique predual is that X ± is the only norm 1 complement of X* in χ*** # This is so because if 7 is a predual of X* then Y can be identified as a subspace of X** and χ *** = χ * φ γi (gee Dixmier [3] is the only weak* closed norm 1 complement of X* in X***, we say that Xis in class (U) (All of the above examples actually have preduals which are in class (Ϊ7).)
In § 1, we discuss unconditional basis and weak* unconditional basis with property (z/ x ) and property (4J. These properties are used in the direct sum of Banach spaces in later sections. In § 2, we introduce the classes (L o ), (L), (M) and (P), and discuss their relationships with each other and with the class (U) (see Addendum). Sections 3, 4, 5 are devoted to the classes (L o ) and (L), (Λf), and (P), respectively. In § 6, we examine certain examples, namely, the James quasi-reflexive spaces, LΓ and if 00 . We conclude the paper with some final remarks in § 6. 1* Preliminaries* Let (Z, {e λ } λeΛ , || ||) be a Banach space Z with an unconditional basis {e λ } λeΛ and a monotone norm (||ΣΛ«^||Î IΣλiδ^ll if \oίχ\ ^ \βχ\ for all XeΛ). We denote elements z oi Z by 2 = (a λ ), where a λ is the ^-coordinate of z. The dual space (Z*, {e*}χ ev , || ||*) ^s the unconditional weak* basis {e*h e > which is the biorthogonal family of {e^6j, and the monotone dual norm || ||* We denote elements z* of Z* by z* -(ξ λ ), where ξ λ is the β?-coordinate of z*. Note that if {e λ } λeΛ is a shrinking basis then {β?h e actually is a basis for ϋΓ* (see [10] for pertinent definitions and notations).
DEFINITION. We introduce two properties denoted by (z/J and (4).
(1) (Z, W UΛ, I HI) has property (ΛJ) if for any ε > 0 there is a p = jθ(ε) > 0 such that whenever (α Λ ) and (^) have disjoint support (denoted by (a λ ) J_ (β λ )) and ||(α,)||^^IK/3,)||.
In a similar fashion one can define that (Z*, {e*} λeΛ , || ||*) has property (JJ.
(2) (Z, fe};e^, || ||) h as property (JJ if for any ε > 0 there is a 7 = 7(ε) > 0 such that whenever (a λ ) 1 (β λ ).
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In a similar fashion one can define that (Z* f {e*} λB , || ||*) has property (4 (
c) If Z has property (Δ^ then the norm of Z is strictly monotone, that is, \\(a λ )\\ > \\(β λ )\\ if (\a λ \) $ (\β λ \). Conversely, if Z is finite dimensional and the norm is strictly monotone then Z has property
Proof, (a) Assume that Z has property (ΔJ). Given ε > 0, <5 > 0, (&) and (η λ 
, there are (a λ ) and (β λ ) in Z with ||(αi)|| = 11(^)11 = 1 such that \\(ξ λ )\\* -3 ^ Σ^fΛ and 11(^)11* •" ^ = ΈiλVλβt-Furthermore, we may assume that the supports of (a λ ) and (β λ ) are equal to the supports of (ξ x ) and (η λ ) respectively. Thus P(ε)ll(eθll* + II to)II* ^ P(£)Σ^ + Σviβx
life) + to)IIΊI/o(e)(α a ) + (#011 + (/9(s) + l)δ life) + to)ll*(ί>(ε) + ε) + (p(e) + l)δ .
Hence we can conclude that p(e) \ \ (ξ λ ) 11 * +11 to) 11 * ^ (^(ε) + ε) 11 (ξ λ ) + (η λ ) \ \ * which means that Z* has property (Δ x ) with γ(ε) = p(e) for all ε > 0.
Conversely, suppose that Z* has property (Δ t ) and we are given ε > 0, (a λ ) and (β λ ) in Z with (α ; ) J_ (β λ ). Choose (ξ λ ) in Z* so that ||(ί a )||* -1 and Σa&to + /3i) -II to) + (/5,)||. Setting ς' x = f, fe' = &) if λ is in the support of (a λ ) ((β λ )), one has fe) = fe) + fe') with (£ί) J_ (£') and 11 (a λ ) + (β λ ) 11 = Σi (£ + ?") (α, + #,) = Σi f ί«i + Σ; f i' /S, Î K&II* + II(ft)II IKίϋOII*. If II (a*) II ^ 7(s)IK/3;0ll, we have + ii to) ii ii (in ii* ^ iK^iiΓ^^iiXfOir + KII Thus Z has property (i M ) with ^(ε) = τ(ε) for all ε > 0. In a similar fashion one can show that Z has property (4) if and only if Z* has property (4»). We omit the details of this proof.
(b) Assume that Z has property (JJ. By part (a) Z* has property (A,). Given (&) in Z* with \\{ξ x )\\* = 1 and ε > 0 there is a 7 = τ(e) > 0 so that for all finite subsets H of A 7 life) UΓ + ||(ί.)Uc||* ^ 7 + ε or ||(f,)Uc||* ^ 7 (1 -HfeύMl*) + e. Since {e?} 2βî s a weak* basis for Z* we have 1 = ||(^)||* = sup^ IKWUIΓ Choosing a finite subset H of Λ so that 7(1 -||fe)UIΓ) < ε, we have IKί O W|* < 2ε. Thus the base {β^ej is shrinking.
Assume that Z has property (4). Suppose we have a function φ on A with sup# ||<p|//|| < +°°, where iϊ is a finite subset of A. We need to show that there is an element (a λ ) in Z such that φ(χ) -a λ for all λ 6 A. To see this, it is enough to show that for any ε > 0 there is a finite subset H ε of A such that ||9>U|| < ε for all finite subsets FdH ε c .
Without loss of generality, we may assume sup// H^UII = 1. Given ε > 0 there is 7 = τ(ε) > 0 such that Ύ\MH\\ + \\φ\ F \\^(Ύ + e)\\φU F \\^7 + e for any finite subsets H and F with H Π F = 0. Thus, choosing a finite subset H ε of A so that 7(1 -II^UH) < ε, we have ||?>| F || < 2ε for all finite subsets FaH% (c) Suppose the norm || || of Z is not strictly monotone. Then there is a (a x ) in Z, a λ 0 in 4 and a δ with 0 ^ δ < 1 such that e λo 1 (a λ ) and \\e λo + (a λ )\\ = P^o + (α λ )||. Since the increasing convex function f(t) = ||fe 0 + (α^)|| for ί ^ 0 is constant for 8 ^ ί ^ 1, / must be constant for 0 5j ί <; 1 and one has \\e λQ + (α^)|| = ||(^)ll Choose ε > 0 so that ||^J| > ε||(α^)|[. Thus we have, for all 7 > 0, 711 (a*) 11 + I l^o 11 > (7 + e)\\e λo + (a λ )\\ which implies that Z does not have property (z/J.
Conversely suppose that Z is finite dimensional and the norm IIΊI is a strictly monotone norm without having property (4 We conclude the proof by showing ||/+ X*\\ = \\f\\. Given ε > 0, choose feΓ so that II/+ V*\\ < 11/+ -X"*|| + e, then the inequality proved just above gives us ||2/*|| + ||/+X*|| £\\f+V*\\ < II/+ ^Ίl + e. Thus we have ||y*||<β and ||/+ X*|| > ||/+ y*\\ -ε ^ ||/|| -||i/*|| -ε > ll/ll -2s. This completes the proof.
One easily shows the following result. The following equivalent formulation of (L) may be more understandable. For any ε > 0 there is a d = d(e) > 0 such that ||/|| < ε whenever we have ||x* + /|| = 1 and 1 -||#*|| < δ for #* eX* and feX\ The simplest example of a nonreflexive Banach space in this class (L) may be the indirect sum of c 09 (Σ c o )ι p , for 1 < p < oo. Also Banach spaces Z with property (zQ are in class (L). These facts will be shown in a more general setting later; see Theorem 2 and Proposition 6.
One can give the dual property of (L). PROPOSITION 
A Banach space X is in class (L) if and only
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if in the canonical decomposition X <4) = X** 0 (X*) 1 , for any e > 0 there is a p -p(ε) > 0 such that we have \\x + φ\\^\\x\\+e\\φ\\ whenever \\x\\ ^ p\\φ\\ where a elcl** and φe(X^) 1 .
Proof
Assume that X is in class (L). Then we have for all x* e X*, fe X 1 and t > 7(ε), ||/|| ^ y(\\x* + f\\ -\\x*\\) + e||s* + /|| ί (ll«*+/ll-||»*ll) + e||αj*+/|| and thus ||s* +/|| ^ (ί/(ί + e))||a>*|| + ε))||/||. FoΓίcelcΓ* and φ e (X*) 1 with ||a?||/||9>|| = ί>7(ε) χ\\ + \\f\\M (\\x\\ + ε\\φ\\)\\x* + f\\. Thus by setting p = p(ε) = y(e), we have \\x + φ\\ ^ ll^ll + e||9>|| if ||x|| >/o||9>||.
Conversely, assume that X satisfies the property stated in the proposition. For given ε>0, x* e X*, fe Note that if X is nonreflexive then Y must be a proper subspace of X* because if 3Γ = X*, then we can choose a net y* (XeΛ) in F such that | | 2/f II -||/|| > 0 and 2/? >f in X***. Then we have (,0 + 1)11/11 = \\pf+f\\ ^ suvxWpyϊ +/|| ^ sup,(||^?|| + ε||/||) = (P + ε )\\f\\ and arrive at a contradiction. Also note that Proposition 3 can be restated to say that a Banach space X is in class (L) if and only if X* is in class (M) with the norming subspace Y of X** chosen to be X.
LEON BROWN AND TAKASHI ITO DEFINITION OF (P).
A Banach space X is in class (P) if in the canonical decomposition X*** = X*0X 1 , (P) ||α>***+ &*|| ^ ||α>*|| for all x*eΓ implies x w eΓ.
This property is equivalent to saying that whenever we have a norm 1 projection P onto X* from a subspace Y of X*** then P must be the restriction onto Y of the canonical projection onto X* from X***. Hence if Xis in class (P), then X 1 in the only norm 1 complement of X* in X***, and hence X is in class (17). An example of nonreflexive Banach spaces in class (P) is the indirect sum of
) and 1 ^ p < -; see Theorem 4. Other interesting examples are all successive duals of the James' quasi-reflexive space J. This fact has been proved in [2] . PROPOSITION 
The class (M) is a subclass of (P).
Proof Suppose a Banach space X is in class (M) and there is x*** eX*** such that ||α o ** + x*\\ ^ ||α*|| for all x* eX*. We claim that x*** is in X 1 . From the canonical decomposition we have x*** = -#* -/ 0 where x* eX* and /oGl 1 . Thus we have 11 /o + #* I [ ^ 11 #0* + x* 11 for all #* e X* .
Since X is in class (M) there is a norming subspace Γcl* such that given ε > 0 there is a p = |θ(ε) > 0 such that if f eί and ll0*ll^Hl/oiι then If Xo" ^ 0 then we choose a if so that if||£ 0 *li > |θ||/oll The unit ball of Y is weak* dense in the unit ball of X*, because Y norms X. There is a net yt (λe^)in7 with \\yt\\ = K\\xt \\ and 0? -Kx* in X*. Thus we have | | a?o* + y 2 *|| ^ ll/o + 1/f II ^ ||l/?ll + e||/ 0 || = K\\x*\\ + εII/o||. By taking the weak* limit, we have ||x 0 * + Kxt\\ ^ sup, \\x* + yϊ\\ ^ K\\xϊ\\ + ε||/ 0 || which implies that ||cc?|| ^ ε||/ 0 || for all ε > 0. This contradicts xt Φ 0. Thus we have xt = 0 and ^** = / 0 e X 1 .
We restate the relationships among the five classes we have defined.
( B(H), the Banach space of all bounded operators on H with the operator norm, can be regarded as the dual space of T(H) with the duality also given by the trace, (B, T) =tτ(TB) for BeB (H) and TeT(H).
Thus the canonical decomposition K(H)*** = K(H)*@K{H) L can be identified with B(H)* = T(H)@ K(H)\
We need to show that ||Γ + φ\\ = \\T\\ tΐ + \\φ\\ for all Te 1 c B(H)* and ε > 0, we choose KeK(H) with \\K\\ = 1 and BeB(H) with ||J5|| = 1 such that <Γ, K) ^ || Γ|| tr -ε and (φ, B) ^ \\φ\\ -ε. Since T can be approximated by a finite rank operator in T(H), there is an orthogonal projection P on H with a finite dimensional range such that ||(/-P)2Ίltr<ε and ||Γ(J-P)|| tr <e. Setting B 0 = PKP+(I-P)B(I-P), we have ||β o || <; 1, and (<p, B o } -(φ, B) because φ annihilates compact operators. Thus we have (T+φ, B o 
T(H) and φ e K(H)\ Given T e T(H), φ e K(H)
) = <Γ, B o ) + (φ, B o ) =tr (TPKP) + tr (Γ(J-P)B(I-P)) + (φ, B o ) = tr (TK) -
tr (TPK(I-P)) -tr (T(I-P)KP) -tr (Γ(/ -P)K{I -P)) + tr (Γ( J -P)B{I -P)) + (<p, B). This implies φ,B 0 )\ ^-\\(I -P)T\\ tΐ \\PK\\ -\\T(I -P)\\ tΐ \\KP\\ -\\T(I -P)\\ tΐ \\K(I -P)\\ -\\T(I -P)\\ tΐ \\B\\ tr (TK) + (φ, B) -4ε
and we have || T + φ\\ ^ || Γ|| tΓ + ||^||, which completes the proof. 
Then X is in class (L). In particular, every Banach space Z with property (AJ) is in class (L).
Proof. Assumption (ii) together with \\P λ \\ = \\I -P λ \\ = implies the following dual property of (ii) on X*; for any ε > 0 there is a p -p(ε) > 0 such that (*) P\\x*\\ + lll/*ll^(iθ + 6)ll** + 2/ΊI whenever P*x* -x* and P*y* = 0 for some XeΛ. This can be shown in a similar fashion to the proof of part (a) of Proposition 1. Also, in a manner similar to the proof of part (b) of Proposition 1, one can see that lim^ \\Pχ*x* -x* || =0 for all x* e X* follows from 272 LEON BROWN AND TAKASHI ITO (*) and the assumption limJ|P^ -αc| | = 0 for all xeX.
Note that, since the range of each projection P λ is reflexive, an element x*** belongs to X 1 in the canonical decomposition X*** = X*0X ± if and only if P?**x*** = 0 for all XeΛ. We claim that whenever x* e X* and/eX 1 . Since, for x* eΓ, lim λ \\P?x*~x*\\ = 0, we may assume /el 1 and #* el* with P* o x* = x* for some X o eΛ. Let {z*} be a net in X* such that #* + /= w* -lim u zϊ in X*** and \\x* + f\\ = \\zΐ\\ for all v. By setting a?* = Pζz* and y* = z* -x* f we see that x* = PiJ**a?* = PiJ**(a?* + /) = w*-lim l ,PiJ**ί5* = w*-lim,flj v * in X*** and /= w* -lim.z* -a* = w* -lim^* in X***. The inequality (*) gives us p\\xΐ\\ + Hi/? || ^ (/o + e)\\xϊ + 2/? 11 = do + e)||αj* + /|| for all v, and by taking the weak* limit of a subnet, we have This completes the proof.
Examples of nonreflexive Banach spaces with property (4) can be given by certain Orlicz sequence spaces h M where M is an Orlicz function; see Chapter 4 in [10] for pertinent definitions and properties. // M satisfies the condition sup o<u<Uo 2M(u/2)/M(u) = β < 1 for some u 0 > 0, then the Banach space h M has property (JJ. The proof can be seen as follows: For ε > 0, we need to choose a p = p(ε) > 0 such that || (O + (6.) 11 ^ ||K)|| + e whenever ||(αj|| ^ p, \\(b n )\\ = 1 and (α n ) ± (6 Λ ). We may assume that a n ^ 0 and 6 W ^ 0. We can choose an integer j so that sup w | c n |/2 /θ||cc*||. Since the unit ball of X*(X*\ F ) is weak* dense in the unit ball of (X F )***((X A \ F )***), this same inequality holds for the decomposition x*** = (X^)***Θ(X^)***; \\x*** + a? 2 ***|| ^ \\xϊ**\\ + ε||α?**|| whenever x*** e(X F )***, £ 2 *** e (X Ai ,)*** and ||x***|| ^ jό||a 2 ***||. For a finite subset F of A we have shown that for any ε > 0 there is a p = p(e) > 0 such that
and \\y* \\ ^ p\\f\\. Note that p and jθ are independent of our choice of a finite subset F of A.
Given ε with 0 < ε < 1, we set p = /3>(ε) = Max {/?(ε), 1 + p(ε)(ε + 1)} and we claim that \\y* + f\\ ^ ||?/*|| + 4ε||/|| whenever y* G 7,/eΓ and 11 ^/* || > A[|/||. Without loss of generality we assume ||/|| = 1. We choose a finite subset F a Λ so that y* = τ/f + y* 9 yt 6 1|Π Γ, l/feί^nΓ, Il2/i*ll>i5 and \\y?\\^e. Then we have / = f, + / 2 with ΛeCX^) In § 6, we will show that a James quasi-reflexive space J is in class (L)* c(ikf). Thus for 1 ^ p < 00, QΓ J)^ is in class (M). We do not have any example of a Banach space in class (M) which is not in class (L)*. Note that Theorem 3 will not give us such an example because if a family of Banach spaces X λ (λ 6 A) is in class (L) with sup ; . 7χ ; (ε) < + 00 for all ε > 0 then (X; X;*) z is in class (L)* for every ^ with property (4). 5* Banach spaces in class (P) One shows that class (P) is closed under taking of more general direct sums than class (M). Proof, (a) Z has property (4). We will use the notations and the canonical identifications used in the proof of Theorem 3 (We replace F by a single point λ 0 ). If X = (Σ* Xχ) z is not in class (P), there is a nonzero z* e X* and f 0 e X 1 so that ||/o + a*|| ^ | | 3o* + x*\\ for all α*eX*.
Choose λ 0 so that z* = 2? + 2 2 * with 2? =£ 0, sf eXjJ and 2 2 * eXj^,. Furthermore we have f o = f λ + f 2 with / x e (X^) 1 and / 2 6 (X^O 1 . Since Z* has property (ΛJ) we have the following property of the decomposition X* = Xζ 01*^: for any ε > 0 there is a p = p(έ) > 0 such that \\xf + a??|| ^ ||a?*|| + 611^*11 whenever x* eXζ, xϊeXfa^ and | | a? || ^ iό||a? 2 ||. Since the unit ball of X? (X/ XUo} ) is weak* dense in the unit ball of X* Q ** ((X A \ {iQ) )***) f this same inequality holds for the decomposition X*** -X,* ,*** (1) ||a?*** + ^**|| ^ \\xϊ**\\ + ε||a? 2 **|| whenever x*** e X%** , x 2 e (X ΛW )*** and 11^***11 ^£||aί**||. Since X^o is in class (P) and «f ^ 0 is in Xζ, there is a δ > 0 so that
is not empty. If y? is in .B, then one can see that is also in E for all n = 1, 2, . Thus I? is unbounded. If / 2 = 0, we let yf be any element in E and if f 2 Φ 0 we choose y* e E with sufficiently large norm so that If / 2 ^ 0, then, by inequality (1) ίl/o + itfll = ll/» + 2/ί + Λll = ll/i + 2/fll + ^ IIΛI 1111
Thus we have ||/ 0 + yt II < 112? + 2/f ||. This inequality clearly holds when / 2 = 0 and y* is in E. We arrive at the contradiction:
The last inequality depends on the fact that the projections associated with the decomposition X* = Xζ 0 X*\u o} are of norm 1.
(b) Z is reflexive. If X = (Σλ X λ ) z then one can identify X* with (Σ*-X?)z and X*** with (Σ;^***)^. We have X*** -X*0X 1 = (Σa^*)* θ(Σ2-X"iO* . We need to show that if given z* -(zf) in X* and /= (f λ ) in X 1 so that ||/+ a?*|| ^ ||s* + a?*|| for all x* in X*, then 2* = 0. If z* is not zero then we choose \eΛ so that zf[ Φ 0 and 3 > 0 so that E = KeX^III/^ + x?I! + 8 < \\zt x + x*\\)
is not empty. As observed in (a), E is unbounded in X? r Finally we choose a finite subset F of A so that λj is in F and IK/OU II <βδ where ε > 0 will be chosen later.
We denote F = {X lf λ 2 , , λj, ^* = z* and /^ = /< for i = 1,2, , n. We may assume that there is a A with 1 <: k ^ w so that 2? =£ 0 for i = 1,2, --,k and «? = 0 
, n. Since each X λ is in class (P) we choose y* e Xξ i = 2,
, n so that The result follows by putting t x = \\f x + xt || and t 2 = \\z? + z?|| for an element x* eE with sufficiently large norm. We have shown that \\f+x*\\<\\ (zϊ,--,zϊ ) + x*\\£\\z*+x*\\. This contradicts our assumption and completes the proof. An example of a Banach space in class (P) is X = (Σ X Pn )ι where X Pn = (Σl^ and 1 ^ p, p n < oo. Note that if p n ->°° then X is not in class (I/)*. In a previous paper [2] we have shown that the James quasi-reflexive space J and all its successive duals are in (P). In the next section we will show that all of the successive duals of J are not in class (M). 6* Some examples* ( i ) The James quasi-reflexive Banach spaces. The James space (J, || ||) is defined in [7] to be the space consisting of all complex sequences x = (x(n)) such that where the supremum is taken over all choices of disjoint finite intervals I lf I 2 , •••,/* of positive integers. James [8] also introduced an equivalent norm ||| ||| on J for which (J, ||| |||) is isometrically isomorphic to (J, ||| |ll)** (see [2] , Theorem 3).
In this section, J will always stand for (J, | ( ||). The space J has the natural normalized basis {e n }; for every xe J we have x = ΣSU x(ri)e n , where e % = (e n (j)) = (8 n>j ) for n, j = 1, 2,
. Let {e*} be the biorthogonal sequence with respect to {e n } and let Y be the closed linear span of {et}. Since {e n } is a boundedly complete monotone basis of J, J is isometrically isomorphic to the dual Y* of Y by the canonical mapping (see p. 9 of [10] ). We introduce the linear functionals <p n on J by φ n {x) = XJU *(i) for # e J and w = 1, 2, As proved in [7] , (φ n } forms a normalized basis of J* and we have for n = 2, 3, -.
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For even n ^ 2, {/ Λ , / n _ 2 , , / 4 , / 2 , e x , e 2 , •} forms a basis of J n and for odd w ^ 3, {/ Λ , / n _ 2 , , / 5 , / 3 , ^, βf, e 2 *, •} forms a basis of J\ In Theorems 1 and 2 of [2] , we have shown that J n , n = -1, 0, 1, ••• are in class (P), where J" 1 = Y is the unique predual of J = J°, we also showed that (J, ||| |||) and (/, ||| |||)* are in class PROPOSITION 7. (a) J^1 is in class (L) then ||/ Λ+8 || < ε. For n ^ 0, we will choose x n+1 in J n+1 so that \\f n+3 + aj Λ+1 || = ||»»+i|| = 1. Thus we have a contradition, 1 <; ||/ n+8 || < ε.
Let x 2 = -f 2 and x 2n+2 = -/ 2 »+ 2 ~ » 2 n for w ^ 1. Let x, = -φ λ and x 2n+1 = -f 2n+1 -x 2n^ for n^l.
Then we have f n+B + & n+1 = -x n+z for all w ^ 0. We complete the proof of this part by showing that \\x n \\ -1 for all n ^ 1. In Lemma 2 of [2] , we showed ||/ 2 || = 1, thus we have ||x 2 || = 1. Assume ||a 2w || = l, thenl=||α? 2n ||^||/ 2w+2 + aj 2Λ || = ||a; 2Λ+2 ||. Since / 2w+2 =w*-lim fc ( -x 2n + ( -l) n e k ) in J 2ίl+2 (see [2] , Lemma 1, (a)), we have Hawaii = IIΛ +2 + »2»ll ^ sup, || -x 2w + (-l)X + a? 2Λ || = sup fc ||(~l)χ|| = 1. The proof is completed for even n. For odd n, the proof is completed in a similar fashion by using the facts the f 2n+1 = w*-lim fc {x 2n The following proposition is proven in a manner similar to Proposition 7 and we omit the proof. Note that the Banach spaces (J, || ||) Λ for n > 0, (J, ||| |||) and (J> III'III)* a r e ί n class (P) but they are not in class (Λf). (ii) The Banach spaces L°° and H°°. As noted in the introduction, the Banach spaces L°° and H°° on the unit circle have unique preduals, namely, L 1 and U/Hί. This fact is actually proved by showing that L 1 and fr/Hi are in class (U); see [1] , [6] and [12] . The purpose of this part is to point out the following: PROPOSITION Proof, (a-1) L 1 is not in class (P). The following proof is a modification of our proof suggested by P. Wojtaszczyk which also enables one to prove UjHl is not in class (P).
We (a-2) L^HQ is not in class (P). This is proved in a manner similar to part (a-1) by using the decomposition (L ι IHi)** -LyH} φ^ M s /M s Π (H°°Y (this decomposition follows from the abstract F. and M. Riesz Theorem; see theorem 7.6 on p. 44 in [4] ) and the projection P of (LViϊo 1 )** onto MJM S n (H°°) L associated with this decomposition.
(b) If μ is purely atomic then L\μ) is isometrically isomorphic to Zj which is in class (P) since c 0 is in class (L o ). If μ has no atoms then a trivial modification of the proof of part (a-1) shows that L\μ) is not in class (P). The proof is completed by showing that if a Banach space X is the ^-direct sum of Banach spaces Y and Z and Y is not in class (P) then X is not in class (P). Since X*** = Γ***θioo^*** = <T* + i^1) θ*co CZ* θ ^x)> the canonical decomposition of X*** is X* © X 1 = (Y* ©^ Z*) 0 (F 1 ©^ Z 1 ). If Γ is not in class (P), there is a nonzero y* in F* and f Q in F 1 so that ll/o + 2/*ll^lll/o* + l/*ll for all feΓ, Thus we have for y in Γ* and ^* in Z*, ||/ 0 + »* + β*|| = Max{||/ 0 + »*||,||«*||} Max{||tf o * + »*|U|2*||} = ||i/o*+ »* + «*|| and we have ||/ 0 + α*|| 111/? + »*|| for all x* in X* which says that X is not in class (P). 
